
WHAT SHOULD BE IN A DANCE BAG? 
Packing your bag for dance class? While it seems like a simple task, often a dance bag becomes a receptacle for 
too many extra, unnecessary items and the simplest and most important things get left out. 

While you don’t want to carry 50lbs of gear to and from class every day, it’s important that you are prepared with 
everything you need to be successful so you can focus on dance without distraction. But how do you know what is 
truly a necessity and what items are just fluff in your dance bag? 

1. Dance Shoes 
The most important tools a dancer uses, other than their body, are their dance shoes. Of course, dance shoes 
should never be worn outside of the studio. This protects both the shoes and the dance floor. Always store your 
shoes in the dance bag. If you take multiple styles of dance, include all of your shoes (ballet shoes, tap shoes, half 
soles, etc.), so there’s no last minute scrambling before you get out the door to classes or rehearsals. 

2. Dance Attire 
Tights are light, compact, and prone to rips, tears and runs. Keep old performance tights in your dance bag in case 
of emergencies! Also consider packing an extra leotard and sports bra. When you dress like a dancer, you feel like 
a dancer. 

3. Hair Supplies 
You absolutely need to keep all hair supplies on hand. A travel sized hair brush, along with a plentiful supply of 
hair ties and bobby pins or hair pins are essential. For performances, you may also want to consider hair nets, as 
these work well to smooth out a messy bun quickly in a pinch. 

4. Water Bottle and Snacks 
To cut down the risk of being a hungry, grumpy dancer, keep a couple of non-perishable, individually wrapped 
portions of healthy snacks like protein bars or trail mix in your dance bag, along with a water bottle. 
Disposable or reusable water bottles both work fine, but make sure your water bottle does not leak. Even the 
most responsible of dancers spill sometimes, so always only fill water bottles with clear liquid! 

5. First Aid 
Your hard work training as a dancer will inevitably produce some blood, sweat, and tears at some point, so 
keeping some bandages as part of your dance class checklist is a must. A pesky blister from hours en pointe or a 
scrape on your knee from an intense floor work combo are highly likely. But no need to worry, because those 
bandages tucked away in your dance bag will keep you safe and comfortable. 

6. Hygiene Items 

Finally on our list of dance bag essentials – hygiene. Dancing is a workout which means, if you’re working hard, 
sweat is probably involved! Keep your dance bag stocked up with deodorant and feminine hygiene products to 
keep you feeling fresh during long practices. Also remember to keep an extra face mask on hand, to ensure you’re 
always on top of safety in and around the studio. 


